SKILLS CANADA PEI PROVINCIAL COMPETITION
CONTEST DESCRIPTION
Competition Date
Competition location

Thursday, March 9, 2017
Westisle High School

Trade Number
Trade Name
Level

Room 501
29
Hairstyling
Secondary/Post-secondary

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose of the Challenge.
To demonstrate the skills learned in the Hairstyling programs that are required to be a
professional stylist.
Each competitor will be competing independently to create the style stated at the beginning
of the competition

1.2 Duration of contest.
4 Hours
8:00 AM

Registration, and time for competitors to become familiar with the layout of
the room.

8:30

Introductions; details of the competition; question & answer session

9:00

Competition Begins

1:00

Competition Closes

1:10

Lunch will be provided to competitors

1:30

*Showing/Judging of Hairstyle
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1.3 Skills and Knowledge to be tested.
Ladies day cut, color and style. The competitor will be judged on the quality of the cut, the
color placement and the overall finished look while following all safety precautions.
Professional standards must be maintained throughout the competition.
2. CONTEST DESCRIPTION
2.1 Hair cutting using various tools, hair lightening (optional), hair coloring, minimum of 10 hair
color foils, finished style.
3. ESSENTIAL SKILLS
Essential skills are used in nearly every job and at different levels of complexity. They
provide the foundation for learning all other skills and enable people to evolve with their
jobs and adapt to workplace change. Good Essential Skills means you will understand and
remember concepts introduced in technical training. The level of Essential Skills required for
most trades is as high or higher than it is for many office jobs.
4. EQUIPMENT, MATERIAL, CLOTHING
4.1 Each competitor will bring the following:
Shears, texturizing shears, razor
Hair lightener, semi or demi- permanent haircolor and/or permanent hair color may be
used.
Combs and Brushes
Capes
Gloves
All Styling tools
4.2 Equipment and material provided by the competition site
Mannequin
Mannequin Holder
Mirror
4.3 Required clothing (Provided by competitor)
Professional dress with hosiery and closed toe shoes are required.
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Capes and gloves must be worn during coloring.
5. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
5.1 List of required personal protective equipment(PPE) provided by competitors
Plastic gloves
Closed toe footwear
Hosiery must be worn
Capes
Note: Competitors will not be allowed to compete if the above items are not brought and used
6. ASSESSMENT
6.1 Point breakdown
POINT BREAKDOWN
Cut
Color
Overall Finished Style
Safety
Professional Image

/1000
150
300
400
75
75

7. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
7.1 Tie (No ties are allowed)
Ties will be broken by comparing the scores for overall finished style section first. The
highest score in this section will be the winner. If there is still a tie the highest score in the
color section will break the tie.
7.2 Competition rules
Please refer to the competition rules for all general PSC information.
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8. CONTACT INFORMATION
Name
Tawna MacLeod – Executive
Director, Skills Canada PEI

Email address
tmacleod@hollandcollege.com

